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Child Acquisition of Navajo and Quechua Verb Complexes:
Issues of Paradigm -Learning*

Ellen Courtney Muriel Saville -Troike

1 Introduction

1.1 Acquisition of Verb Morphology in Contrasting Indigenous Languages

Navajo and Quechua, both morphologically rich languages, present an interesting testing ground
for proposals regarding the acquisition of inflectional systems. Of particular interest for these
languages is the development of the verb, which encodes not only tense, aspect, and number -
/person-of- subject, but also such grammatical notions as transitivity, causation, modification and
internal arguments. In fact, the complex verb forms which characterize these languages often
constitute the entire VP or, indeed, the whole sentence. The languages are all the more
fascinating because, typologically, the structure of the verbs in Navajo is roughly the mirror
image of Quechua verbs: while complex Navajo verbs are formed by appending prefixes to the
root or stem, Quechua verbs are formed entirely through suffixation. This is illustrated in the
Navajo and Quechua equivalents of the English sentence, `They were feeding it to me, too':

(1) a. Navajo: Shí - ado' - shá - da - '1 -o - 1 - tsóód
me also for Pl obj subj CL impf stem:FEED

b. Quechua: Mikhu - chi - sha - wa - rqa -n - ku - pis
EAT Caus Prog 1 obj Past 3 subj Pl Add

In the Navajo verb form, the disjunct prefixes (those furthest from the stem) include oblique
object, adverbial, postposition, and plural, and the conjunct prefixes (those closest to the stem),
the direct object, subject, and transitive classifier. The stem Teed' occurs in final position and its
form indicates imperfective aspect. By contrast, in the Quechua verb shown in (lb), the stem
created by affixing the causative suffix to the root means 'cause to eat' or 'feed', and the final
element, the Additive suffix, is an independent enclitic meaning 'also.' The morphemes
occurring between the causative stem and the final enclitic are part of the inflectional set.

In both languages, a verb must minimally consist of a root and a person -of- subject affix;
that is, adult speakers do not produce bare verb roots or stems. However, in Navajo, the ordering
of the prefixes in relation to the verb stem is quite rigid, whereas, in Quechua, some of the
suffixes attached to the verb stem may occur in varied order. While the Quechua suffixes have
unique and identifiable meanings, the rules for their combination often have no basis in
semantics: they are idiosyncratic, including ordering restrictions which must be formulated as
negative filters (Muysken 1986, Muysken 1988).

Recent work by several researchers has yielded relevant, isolated proposals, many
intended to enlighten the nativist -empiricist debate. For example, Hyams proposed the stem
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parameter, with two possible settings: a verbal stem is /is not a well - formed word (Hyams 1986a,
Hyams 1994, Pizzuto and Caselli 1994). She further claimed that children set this parameter
very early on. Assuming that Hyams' parameter is a valid constraint on verb formation, we
would expect children acquiring morphologically rich languages never to produce bare verb
roots or stems. In a number of studies on the acquisition of synthetic languages, the perceptual
salience of particular syllables is cited as a vital cue in segmentation (Pye 1983, Aksu -Koç and
Slobin 1985, Mithun 1989), with the phonologically most salient morphemes occurring at the
periphery of words. We would therefore expect children to produce the inflectional morphemes
first, before the derivational affixes found closer to the verb stem (Peters 1995). On the way to
meaningful productivity, children acquiring morphologically rich languages may at first produce
frozen chunks or amalgams of affixes, even splicing together different unanalyzed strings to
form novel, sometimes ungrammatical combinations (Peters 1985 and elsewhere, Franco and
Landa 1998, Rubino and Pine 1998). Finally, it has often been noted that children learning a
variety of agglutinative languages may insert novel filler syllables into the affixal string, (e.g.,
Aksu -Koç and Slobin 1985, Saville -Troike 1996). Peters (1985 and later work) views the
insertion of such "placeholder" syllables as further evidence of unanalyzed amalgams in child
production.

As illuminating as these studies may be, none presents a model for the acquisition of
morphology as comprehensive as Pinker's (1984) proposal regarding the acquisition of
inflectional systems through paradigm -learning. In the Introduction to the second edition (1996),
Pinker later cites a number of studies confirming his original proposal. In developing the
proposal, Pinker draws on observations of inflectional learning in a variety of languages, both his
own and those of other researchers such as Slobin. This brings us to the aim of the present study:
an exploration of the acquisition of verb morphology by children learning Navajo and Quechua
in the context of Pinker's theory.

1.2 Pinker's Proposal

On Pinker's approach, children initiate paradigm- learning on the basis of whole words they have
extracted from the speech stream. They infer the meanings of these verbs, and they exploit
innate syntax- semantics mappings to assign them the category of VERB (contra Olguin and
Tomasello 1993). Children then isolate the verb root /stem by matching meaningful stored verb
forms which share the same roots or stems, so as to separate the shared portion from the
inflectional "residue." They label the shared segment as ROOT, presumably an innate primitive
which is available to the child as part of UG. Children's hypotheses as to the function and
meaning of the inflectional residue are also innately constrained, since the closed set of
grammatical features which are potential candidates for mapping onto the inflections are part of
UG. The set of features may be ordered according to a grammaticizability hierarchy (Pinker
1996, Slobin 1985).

Pinker further proposes that children hypothesize one of these innately given
"dimensions" (e.g., tense, person, number, aspect), and they construct whole -word paradigms for
different "levels" of the hypothesized dimension. Eventually, they use the whole -word paradigm
to construct the corresponding inflectional paradigm. An important additional outcome of
inflectional paradigm construction is the creation of word - structure templates which specify the
order of affixes. Throughout the development of paradigms, children adhere to the Unique Entry
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Principle, which further restricts their hypotheses by disallowing multiple entries for a single
paradigm cell (e.g., hypothesizing two different forms for first- person singular).

We present naturalistic child language data which shed light on the following aspects of
Pinker's theory, either stipulated or inferrable from his discussion of paradigm- learning:

a. Children first isolate the verb root or stem. Children build their verb templates
outward from the root/stem, since the more "accessible" notions tend to be affixed
closer to the root/stem.

b. Children are unlikely to hypothesize certain dimensions at first, that is, those which
are low on the accessibility (grammaticizability) hierarchy.

c. The Unique Entry Principle disallows multiple entries for a single paradigm cell.
Therefore, paradigm -splitting, with the formation of new cells, is motivated by this
principle.

d. The acquisition of an affix may be delayed if (1) the affix is homophonous with other
affixes or (2) the affix occurs infrequently in the input.

e. Children's production of affixes is meaningful, even though children often
overgeneralize the use of individual affixes to words that do not allow them in the
adult language.

f. Paradigm- building proceeds from word -specific to generalized patterns of inflection.
g. The template developed by the child is rigidly ordered.

While our data largely support Pinker's theory, some of these proposals do not hold up in the
light of Navajo and Quechua data.

2 Verb Morphology in the Two Languages: Highlights

2.1 Navajo

We first present a chart (Table 1) showing the classes of prefixes which may occur in Navajo
complex verb forms. The Roman numerals indicate the positions of these prefixes with respect
to the stem, which appears in Position X. The inflected verb is thus typically stem -final, except
for a few enclitics which may follow the stem. Since there is little allowable variation in the
ordering of these affixes, the chart represents a relatively rigid template. Sentences (2 -4)
illustrate some of this complexity, with different combinations of prefixes. The stem, while
linearly indivisible, may vary according to aspect and mode, for instance. Morphophonemic
changes sometimes obscure the transparency of the morphological composition of forms, raising
questions regarding the isolability of the stem. This presents a complicating factor for Pinker's
proposal insofar as the Navajo stem, unlike the Quechua stem, may vary, encoding more than the
semantic reference. (The reader is referred to Young (1987) for further information about the
Navajo verb complex.)
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Table 1

The complex verb in Navajo

DISJUNCT PREFIXES

0 Object of postposition

I Postposition; Adverbial- Thematic

II Iterative mode

III Distributive plural

CONJUNCT PREFIXES

IV Direct object pronoun

V Subject pronoun (usually fourth person;

impersonal; indefinite)

VI Thematic and adverbial elements

VII Modal Conjugation marker

VIII Subject pronoun

IX Classifier

X Stem

Enc Enclitics (negative, relativizer, 'usually', etc.)

(2) akç - dii - sh - yeed 'I will go over there.'
I VI VIII stem
there inceptive I RUN

(3) sh - aa - d - oo - t -
0 I VI VII IX

'áál
stem

'(It) will be given to me.'

me to incept prog classifier GIVE

(4) da - nighi - sh - chi 'Sher gave birth to us.'
III IV VII stem
dist pl us perf GAVE BIRTH

The canonical order of major constituents in Navajo is SOV, or OSV with the object in
focus or otherwise "outranking" the subject. (See Creamer 1974). The verb complex is almost
always in sentence -final position.

2.2 Quechua

While the canonical order of major constituents in Quechua is also SOV, the word order in
matrix clauses is flexible, with all six possible orders commonly produced by both adults and

' Neither Navajo nor Quechua indicates gender on pronominal affixes; gender in the English glosses is inferred from
context. We use 'he' as the unmarked referent.
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children. Quechua verbs differ from Navajo forms in exhibiting variation in the ordering of
some of the affixes.2 In (5a), from Bolivian Quechua (Cmrón- Palomino 1987:284), we find
stylistic variation of the Assistive suffix with respect to the Inchoative. In (5b), the ordering of
Causative -chi- with respect to Desiderative -naya- produces semantic effects, as revealed in the
English glosses. Finally, some pairs of suffixes are rigidly ordered with respect to each other.
As shown in (5c), for example, the causative always precedes the object- marking inflections.
This combination is ambiguous, with the object marker representing either the lower SUBJECT, as
in 'He makes me wash someone', or the lower OBJECT, as in 'He makes someone wash me.'

(5) a. Apa - ri - ysi - wa -y Apa - ysi - ri - wa - y 'Help me take it.'
TAKE Inch Asst 1 obj Imper TAKE Asst Inch 1 obj Imper

b. Yacha - chi - naya - wa -n 'I feel like causing (someone) to learn.'3
LEARN Caus Desid 1 obj 3 subj

Yacha - naya - chi - wa -n '(Something) makes me feel like learning.'
LEARN Desid Caus 1 obj 3 subj

c. Maqchhi - chi - wa - n. 'He makes me wash someone.'
WASH Caus 1 obj 3 subj 'He makes someone wash me.'

There are instances of homophonous affixes in both languages that are important in the
following discussion of child data. As illustrated in (6a), in Chalhuancan Quechua, an allomorph
of the Augmentative suffix, one of several modifier suffixes, is homophonous with the reflexive
suffix. (The Augmentative allomorphs appear to occur in free variation.) In (6b), we find that
allomorphs of the Exhortative suffix, another modifier, are homophonous with allomorphs of the
Past Tense morpheme in some environments.

(6) a. Maqchhi - ku - sha - n
WASH Reflex Prog 3 subj

Tusu - yku - sha -n
DANCE Aug Prog 3 subj

Tusu - ku - sha -n
DANCE Aug /Reflex Prog 3 subj

b. Maqa - r(q)a - chi - n.
HIT Exhort Caus 3 subj

Maqa - chi - r(q)a - n.
HIT Caus Past 3 subj

'He's washing himself.'

'He's dancing intensely /decisively.'

'He's dancing intensely /decisively.'
OR 'He's dancing by himself.'

'He makes (someone) hit (someone)
quickly /violently /suddenly.'

'He made (someone) hit (someone).'

c. Tusu - na - yki. 'You are to dance.' Maqa - yki.
DANCE Pot 2 poss HIT 1 subj> 2 obj

'I hit you.°

2 Abbreviations used in interlinear glosses are presented in the Appendix.
3 Since the subject is third -person singular, a more literal gloss might be '(Something) produces in me the desire to
cause (someone) to learn.' However, a literal English rendition is elusive here.
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d. Maqa - wa - nki. 'You hit me.' Maqa - su - nki. 'He hits you.'
HIT 1 obj 2 subj HIT 3 subj >2 obj

The verbs in (6c) show that the suffix -yki-, which denotes first -person subject/second- person
object, is homophonous with the second -person subject on nominalized verb forms. Finally, in
(6d), we find that the final suffix, -nki, in maqa -wa -nki and maqa -su-nki represents the SUBJECT

in one instance and the OBJECT in the second.
Now that we have reviewed the relevant facts about the Navajo and Quechua languages,

we provide a brief description of our procedures for collecting naturalistic child language data in
Navajo and Quechua.

3 Procedures for Data Collection

3.1 Navajo

The Navajo corpus for this study totaled 762 nonduplicate verbal utterances produced by five
children from the Kayenta and Shonto regions of Arizona in the period from 1990 to 1992. The
five children were recorded three or four times each during that period. In Table 2, the children,
identified by pseudonyms, are listed in ascending order of proficiency as judged from (1) their
Mean Length of Verb (MLV), or average number of morphemes produced in the verbal complex
(a range of 1.0 to 3.9), (2) their total production of elements in each constituent position, and (3)
their percentage of accurate production in each constituent position (as reported in Saville -Troike
1996). The table also shows the ages at which each child was recorded, ranging from 1;1 to 4;7.

Table 2
Navajo children by age at recording and in ascending order of proficiency

Nora 1;1
1;3
1;5

Alice 2;11 3;6 4;0
3;1

Rose 3;6 4;0
3;8 4;7

Albert 2;10
2;11
3;0

Lucy 3;5
3 ;6

3;7

A total of approximately fifteen hours of audiotape recording was collected and
transcribed. All recording was done by a female relative or friend of the family in a familiar
setting with no non - Navajo or stranger present. The audiotapes were transcribed by three native
speakers of Navajo who were from the same geographical region as the subjects. The corpus of
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762 verbal utterances breaks down as follows: Nora, 25; Alice, 134; Rose, 204; Albert, 215; and

Lucy, 184.

3.2 Quechua

Five children from Chalhuanca, an Andean community in the Caylloma Province of Arequipa,
Peru, were each recorded in Chalhuanca for an approximate total of five to six hours from June
through the beginning of October, 1996. A sixth child, Ana, was recorded for eleven hours from
June through December, 1996. The age range for the children, as shown on Table 3, is 2;0 to
3;9. All the recordings were carried out in the homes of the children or in a one -room
home /daycare facility, with the researchers sometimes present and usually with older siblings or
cousins. The audiotapes were transcribed by native speakers of the Cuzco -Collao variety.

The child corpus for the present analysis included 1062 verb forms: Max, 81; Ana, 314;
Hilda, 184; Ines, 253; Juan, 116 (only verbs with two or more internal suffixes); Tomas, 114
(only verbs with two or more internal suffixes). In addition, a total of 279 adult verb forms were
taken from child -directed speech as a basis of comparison and for the analysis of input
frequency. To facilitate the analysis, the corpus of 314 verbs produced by Ana was divided into
three sub -groups according to age: Ana: 2;5 -2;6 (89 verbs), Ana: 2;6-2;7 ( 109 verbs), and Ana:
2;9 -2;10 (116 verbs).

Table 3
Quechua -learning chi dren, by pseudonym and age at recording
Max 2;0

2;1
2;2

Ana 2;5
2;6

2;7
2;8

2;9
2;10

Hilda 2;10 2;11
3;0
3;1

Juan 3;0 3;2

Ines 3;2
3;3
3;4
3;5

Tomas 3;7
3 ;8

3;9

We now turn, one by one, to the previously mentioned aspects of Pinker's proposal. In
the ensuing discussion of each aspect, we present relevant data from the Navajo and Quechua
child corpora and discuss whether the data support or challenge the predictions.
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4 Discussion of Data in the Context of Pinker's Proposal

4.1 Children first isolate the verb root or stem.

While Pinker does not propose that children actually PRODUCE the verb root or stem first, we find
for both Navajo and Quechua that children's early verb forms often consist of uninflected roots
or stems (contra Hyams). This is surprising, since these children never hear such forms in the
input.

The youngest Navajo child, Nora, produced the bare stems shown in (7 -8) below at ages
1;1 and 1;3. Target adult forms are included in parentheses. Although vowel length, tone, and
nasalization are phonemic in adult Navajo, no differentiation of these features was detectable in
Nora's speech. Indeed, they were not systematically realized even in the production of the older
children in this sample. The bare stem teeh was used for homophonous utterances in (8),
meaning both 'Lie down' and 'Pick me up'. (Interpretation of the meanings in context was
provided by Nora's mother.) The third utterance in (8), a two -word, four -syllable utterance
occurring at the same age as consistently bare stems in verb constructions, indicates that Nora's
productive constraints in the verb were not simply due to length of utterance.

(7) Nora (1;1) Da.

Go.

'Sit.' (nidaah.)

'Come here.' (hágo.)

(8) Nora (1;3) Teeh. 'Lie down.' (níteeh.)

Teeh. 'Pick me up.' (náshidiilteeh.)

Haagi gaagi? 'Where is the crow ?' (háájí gáagi?)

The youngest Quechua speakers also produced bare roots and stems. The examples in (9) show
Max, at ages 2;0 to 2;1, producing a partial root in the first utterance, and an uninflected
reflexive stem in the second. At ages 2;5 to 2;6, Ana's sentences are three or four words in
length, and yet she persists in often producing bare roots. In (10), the bare root is muna - 'want'
for both second -person qan and first- person noqa.

(9) Max (2;0 -2;1)

Mu_ chicha.
Noqa lagaku_.

'I want chichasara.'

'Mine fell down.'

(munani chichasarata)

(noqaq laq'akun)

(10) Ana (2;5 -2;6)
Chay muna_ qan. 'You want that.' (chayta munanki qan)

Canuta muna noqa. 'I want the car.' (noqa canuta munani)

Noqa carru muna

Mana muna noqa carrupi. 'I don't want it in the car.'

(noqa carrupi mana munanichu)
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One might speculate that these children are simply dropping the final consonants as
children often do universally (Hoff -Ginsberg 1997). However, in the Navajo examples, this
would necessarily apply only to verb stems; rather, it is the PREFIXES that are missing. It should
also be mentioned that the Quechua examples are not isolated instances. Of the total of 81 non-
duplicated verb forms produced by Max, 46, or 57 %, are bare roots or stems. At ages 2;5 to 2;6,
Ana produces such forms in 27% of her verb forms. She stops producing such forms at age 2;7,
and the older children do not produce any bare roots at all.

4.2 Children build their verb templates outward from the root or stem.

In the hierarchy of accessibility (grammaticizability) briefly discussed by Pinker, the most
accessible notions are those grammatical encodings which are the most prevalent in the
languages of the world. In a footnote, Pinker further proposes that the most accessible notions,
following Bybee (1985), are affixed closer to the root or stem. Children would hypothesize these
notions first, moving from the root or stem outward, so that they would never have to reanalyze
the developing template in order to insert an affix symbol. The prediction challenges the role of
perceptual salience; that is, if perceptual salience is a key determinant in the emergence of verbal
affixes, we would expect children first to produce those morphemes occurring at the margins of
the verb complex. Our data challenge the proposal that children build their verb templates
outward from the root or stem.

Navajo thematic and modal prefixes appear in Positions I and VI in the verb complex, for
instance, and the meaning of these prefixes is often opaque. Following Pinker, we would expect
children to start off hypothesizing the notion encoded in Position VI, which is closer to the stem.
The most proficient pair of children, Albert and Lucy, produced verb forms with these prefixes
in both positions. Example utterances produced by these two children are shown in (11) and
(12), with the appropriate adult forms indicated underneath the glosses.

(11) Albert (2;11)
Nda. '(Pretend) he sits down (in the back of the car).'

(ni- [Pos VI] = terminative: rídaah.)

Da diltal. 'He's dashing off.'
(adi- [Pos VI] = relates to arms and legs: dah diiltaal.)

(12) Lucy (3;5)
Bilch'e' yadiilte. 'Let's talk to this.'

(ya- [Pos I] = relates to speech: bich'!'yádiiltih.)

Hanééh. 'Is (the blood about to) come out ?'

(ha- [Pos I] = flows out: haanééh.)

By contrast, Alice's and Rose's productions of the Position I thematic prefix were far more
reliable than those of Position VI. Alice produced 80% of the prefixes appropriately for Position
I and only 25% for Position VI (a medial conjunct position), WHICH IS CLOSER TO THE STEM.
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Rose's errors and omissions were confined to Position VI. The order of accuracy in production
clearly relates to prefix position (and thus to perceptual salience) --and NOT to proximity to the
stem. The data thus refute Pinker's proposal.

There is further reason for dismissing this proposal: the most accessible notions cannot be
generalized as occurring closer to the stem because there is no universal ordering of affixes. In
Navajo, the subject prefix is closer to the stem than the object morpheme, while in Quechua, the
opposite is true: it is the object -marking suffix that is closer to the stem. Thus, on strictly logical
grounds, the proposal fails, since the sequencing of the argument- marking affixes is different in
the two languages. Also, although the Navajo child language data do not reveal an acquisitional
sequence for these affixes, we find that children learning Quechua produce the outer, person -of-
subject suffixes before the inner, object -marking morphology emerges.

4.3 At first, children are unlikely to hypothesize dimensions which are low on the accessibility

hierarchy.

The previously discussed accessibility hierarchy derives from Greenberg's (1963) linguistic
universals, such that the most accessible notions are those which are the most universal. Pinker
draws from Slobin in making this proposal, and he specifically mentions Navajo as having
inflectional elements that are relatively inaccessible. More precisely, Pinker proposes that the
probability that a child would hypothesize a notion encoding number is higher than the
probability that she or he would hypothesize a notion encoding shape.

The Navajo data support this proposal. For example, the most proficient child, Lucy, was
the only one who used some roots that are highly specialized for shape or type of movement,
e.g., 'move hands abruptly', 'scratch', 'handle object in an open vessel', and 'flat flexible object
(such as blood or water) moves freely'. Rose (3;8), on the other hand, relied on the generic 'á
meaning 'handle single round object' instead of tí meaning 'move animate object'. This is shown

in (13).

(13) Ch'iidoo'aa. '(The doctor) will take out (the baby).' (ch'íidooltéa.)

Unlike Navajo, Quechua does not exhibit inflectional elements which might be considered
highly inaccessible in comparison to others. For this reason, corresponding Quechua data are not

available.

4.4 The Unique Entry Principle disallows multiple entries for a single paradigm cell.
Paradigm -splitting, with the formation of new cells, is motivated by the Unique Entry Principle.

So far, we have dealt with Pinker's predictions regarding the order children follow in isolating or
hypothesizing different parts of the verb complex. We now turn to the mechanism Pinker
proposes for the development of inflectional paradigms, that is, the UNIQUE ENTRY PRINCIPLE. In
general terms, this principle implies that children seek unique form/function correspondences,
and we find evidence for this in the Navajo child production of the direct and oblique object
prefixes.

Table 4 shows a list of the direct object Position IV prefixes in Navajo, as well as the
object of postposition Position 0 prefixes. The selection of bi- versus yi- for third person object
involves rules of agreement and topicality. Essentially, yi- occurs in object position when the
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subject is also third person and the subject is topical; bi- occurs when the subject is not third
person or the object is in focus, as in "passive" constructions. (See Thompson (1996) for a
discussion of this alternation.)

Table 4

Direct object Position IV and object of postposition Position 0 prefixes

Direct Object Position IV Object of Postposition Position 0
sh- 1st sh- 1st

nihi- 1st plural ni- 2nd
bi -/yi- 3rd bi -/yi- 3rd

'a-

'ahi-

indefinite

reciprocal 'each other'

al- reciprocal

In Table 5, we present a summary of the accuracy attained by each of the four oldest children in
the production of these prefixes. The children are presented in ascending order of proficiency.
The plus signs ( +) indicate consistently accurate production, while the X's represent only
partially accurate production. A blank space means that the child did not produce the prefix.

Table 5

Accuracy of four oldest children in production of Navajo IV and 0 prefixes

sh- nihi- yi- 'a- 'ahi sh- bi /yi ni- al-
Alice + + + X

Rose + + + X

Albert + + + + + X

Lucy + + + + X + + + +

Of particular interest here is the production of the third-person bi- and yi- prefixes in
Positions IV and O. Note that all the children accurately produced the yi- prefix in Position IV
(no obligatory bi- context occurs in these data); 87% of those produced in Position 0 were bi -.
The less proficient pair of children, Alice and Rose, frequently substituted bi- in Position 0
contexts requiring yi -. For these children, the two prefixes pattern in complementary
distribution, with yi- for Position IV and bi- for Position O. It is as if the children were imposing
one -to -one form/function correspondences on these affixes. Examples of these bi- and yi- errors
and the target forms are presented in (14) and (15). The unique form/function patterns the
children have developed may also relate to input frequency of occurrence.
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(14) Alice (3;6)

Ale'e *bi naane.

Wagon yii da sida.

(15) Rose (4;0)

Alice *bee naane.

Ye neeneegii.

'He is playing with something.'

(t'áadoo le'é yee naané.)

'He is sitting in the wagon.'

(VERB: yii' dah sidá.)

'He is making Alice cry.'

(VERB: yee naané.)

'The one he is playing with.'

(yee naanéhígíí.)

A related phenomenon, to be discussed later, comes up in the Quechua data: the children appear
to impose mutual exclusivity on suffixes which are not mutually exclusive in adult production.

The Unique Entry mechanism for paradigm- building is especially interesting in light of
some of the earlier Quechua- language data. A case in point is the pattern of production in Ma's
first- person singular verbs. The pattern changes dramatically from the first age range, 2;5 to 2;6,
to the next age range, 2;7 to 2;8. This is shown in Table 6. We see from the first two rows of the
table that Ana produced a total of 38 first -person utterances during the first age range. Of these,
fully 36 included explicit pronoun subjects. These 38 utterances included 19 forms inflected for
first -person future, only 2 with the first- person present suffix, and 17 forms that were either bare
roots or inflected in third -person. In the next age range, shown in the third and fourth rows of
the table, Ana produces 58 first- person utterances, with the number of explicit pronouns sharply
reduced. Now, over half of the verb forms bear the first -person present suffix, and only 4 verbs
exhibit missing or incomplete inflections.

Table 6

Ana's first- person singular verb utterances

First -person subject inflection PRESENT -
ni

FUTURE -
saq

INCOMPLETE
-O or -n

2;5 - 2;6 [ +Pronoun Subj] 1 18 17

[- Pronoun Subj] 1 1 --

2;7 - 2;8 [ +Pronoun Subj] 6 7 2

[- Pronoun Subj] 24 17 2

We feel that Pinker's Unique Entry Principle explains these data quite well. In Figure 1,

we present a sequence of gradually developing paradigms for the root puri- 'to go or walk' with a
view to accounting for the observed patterns in Ana's early first- person verb forms. Ana may
start off with the undifferentiated cell shown under (a), hypothesizing, at first, that the third -
person inflection simply encodes the notion of SUBJECT for all persons. Thereafter, even
though future forms such as purisaq 'I will go' may briefly occur in free variation with
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incompletely inflected forms, the Unique Entry Principle forces a split in the cell. Under (b), the
paradigm now represents the newly hypothesized dimension of PERSON -OF- SUBJECT. In the
next step, the child notices that purl -ni 'I go' also occurs in first- person subject environments.
The Unique Entry Principle then forces another split in the paradigm, such that, in (c), the
PERSON -OF- SUBJECT dimension now has two levels, FUTURE TENSE and PRESENT
TENSE. Eventually, in this way, as shown in (d), the full paradigm for Person -of- Subject is
developed.

(a)

SUBJECT

<-puri - n-->

Fut
TENSE

Pres

+ puri -saq =

(c)

(b)

Person of SUBJECT

1 2 3

+ puri - ni =

puri - saq puri -n

Person of SUBJECT

1 2 3

puri - saq
puri - n

puri - ni

+ puri - nki =

+ puri - nqa

(d)

Person of SUBJECT

1 2 3

puri -saq
puri -nki

puri -nqa

puri -ni puri -n

Figure 1
Development of person -of- subject paradigm in present and future singular

4.5 The acquisition of an affix may be delayed if it (1) is homophonous with other affixes or (2)
occurs infrequently in the input.

The Navajo progressive prefix yi- in Position VII is homophonous with other prefixes, including
the previously presented third -person object prefixes and the "peg elements ", which are inserted
if there is no other syllable preceding the stem. As shown in (16), Albert produced an
appropriate oo- variant of the progressive but not yi -. In (17), Rose has omitted the progressive
prefix in an obligatory context (the only obligatory context for this prefix in her first 50 non-
duplicate utterances), and Alice does not produce the prefix at all. Homophony could be an
explanatory factor in the late appearance of this morpheme.

(16) Albert (2;11)

Bit oolwol. 'He is riding along.'

(lit. 'The vehicle is moving with him.')

(17) Rose (3;8)

Na #It'o'. 'It is sucking it.'

(Omits yi- progressive: yilt'o'.)
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The form yi- also functions as a perfective prefix with some stems, as does si- with others; the si-
prefix emerges first, even though yi- occurs more frequently in adult Navajo. Clearly, input
frequency does not determine the order of emergence of these morphemes in child language.

Moving on to the Quechua data, we find that adults very frequently produce verb forms
with object markers: these occur in 26.8% of the adult complex verb forms (i.e., those verbs with
at least one non -subject suffix appended to the root). Table 7 presents a summary of the object -
marking suffixes produced by three of the children. At the top of each column, the numbers
indicate the person -of- subject and person -of- object encoded in the suffixes. For example, in the
first of these columns, "3 arrow 1" means third -person singular subject, first -person singular
object. Note in the last column that only the oldest of the three children produced any verb
forms bearing the first- person subject/second- person object suffix -yki. This suffix is frequent in
the child- directed adult speech, but it is homophonous with the second -person possessor suffix.
It may be that homophony delays the PRODUCTION, if not the UNDERSTANDING of the object -
marking suffixes.

Table 7

Quechua object markers produced by three children

3>1
-wa -n

3pl> 1
-wa -n -ku

2>1
-wa -nki

2pl> 1
-wa- nki -chis

3 >2

- su -nki

1 >2

-yki

Ana:
2;5-2;6

-- -- -- -- --

Ana:
2;7-2;8

x -- x -- x --

Ana:
2;9 -2;10

x -- x -- x --

Hilda:
2;10-3;1

x x x -- x --

Ines:
3;2 -3;5

x x x x x x

In his complex verb forms, the youngest child, Max, most frequently produces combinations
with reflexive -ku -, progressive -sha -, and augmentative -yku-. These suffixes, as well as first -
person future -saq, are the most frequent suffixes for Ana during the earliest age range (2;5 to
2;6). The very early emergence of both reflexive -ku- and augmentative -yku- is puzzling,
considering that the reflexive is homophonous with an allomorph of the augmentative. It is
possible that young Quechua speakers may meld together the semantic notions of intensity and
personal involvement, expressed by means of the augmentative and the reflexive, respectively.4

4 It is intriguing, in this regard, that both Juan and Tomas sometimes produce the augmentative suffix where the
reflexive is required. For example, instead of constructing the appropriate reflexive intransitives, phiña -ku- 'get
angry' and silla -ku- 'mount', Tomas produced the forms, phiña yku -shan and silla-yku-shan. In both forms, the
augmentative suffix is substituted for the required reflexive. Juan produces three variants of a verb form intended to
mean 'he is mounting': silla- ku- sha -n, silla-yu-ku-shan, and silla-yku-shan. The apparent interchangeability of the
two suffixes, or fusion of meanings, may partially account for their early appearance in child verb production, even
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Overall, of the 249 adult complex verbs, 21% are progressive forms and 27% are future
forms. With respect to the modifier suffixes, exhortative -rqo- occurs more frequently than
augmentative -yku- (22% and 10 %, respectively). Table 8 lists the most frequently occurring
contiguous combinations in the corpus of adult complex verb forms, in descending order of
frequency. Conspicuously missing from this list are the suffix pairings, -yku-sha- and -ku -sha -,
that is, the augmentative and the reflexive in combination with the progressive. Although these
combinations are relatively infrequent in the adult corpus (3.2% and 1.6 %, respectively), they are
among the most frequent contiguous combinations produced by all the children. The table
reveals that exhortative -rqo - figures prominently among the most frequent suffix pairings, and
yet, only the oldest children, Juan (3;0 -3;2), Ines (3;2 -3;5) and Tomas (3;7 -3;9), produce
exhortative combinations with any frequency. These production facts are curious, since the
augmentative and the exhortative suffixes are probably equally accessible modifiers on the
accessibility hierarchy.

One might speculate that homophony among the allomorphs of the exhortative and the
past tense is a factor here; however, we also find homophony in the reflexive and augmentative
suffixes that appear early and frequently in the children's verbs. The fact that the -rqo- variant of
the exhortative straddles two syllables may be another factor. Of the 15 exhortative verbs
produced by Ana, the first 10 all bear the one -syllable allomorph -ru -. In fact, Ana does not
produce a verb form with the -rqo- allomorph until age 2;9.

Table 8
Most frequent contiguous suffix combinations in adult complex verbs

-rqo -mu-

-rqo- FUTURE

-mu- FUTURE

-pu- FUTURE

-rqo -ku-

-ku-mu-

-mu- OBJECT

-pu- OBJECT

10.0%

9.0%

7.0%

4.8%

4.4%

-ri -ku- -chi -ku- 4.0%

4.6 Children's production of affixes is meaningful, even though children often overgeneralize the
use of individual affixes.

Whether or not production is meaningful is not easy to determine from an analysis of naturalistic
speech corpora, but there is one example in the Quechua data that suggests that children's
production is not always semantically driven. In examples (18 -23), we find a set of utterances
produced by Ana at ages 2;5 to 2;6. Ana's utterances, which are on the right, are all responses to
the direct questions provided on the left (IL refers to the interlocutor). In all of these utterances,
Ana's verbs end in the combination -ku -sha -, which comprises the augmentative allomorph -ku-
with progressive -sha -. (As mentioned previously, the suffix pairings, -yku-sha- and -ku -sha -,
are among the most frequent contiguous combinations produced by all the children.) If her
responses seem inappropriate in the English glosses, they seem even more so in the original

though they are often homophonous.
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Quechua, since Quechua speakers characteristically respond to direct questions by repeating theexact verb stem provided in the question. Example (19) is particularly revealing. Here, thequestion contains a verb with the resultative suffix -sqa. In her response, Ana produces an ill -formed verb containing the root, part of the resultative suffix, and -ku- sha -n. Since Ana clearly
overuses this suffix pairing, she may be assigning an idiosyncratic non -adult meaning to thecombination. She might also be attaching it to verbs because [root + two syllables] forms soundbetter to her; that is, she may have noticed that the adults around her more frequently producemultisyllabic verb forms. Significantly, in the next age range, Ana stops producing this
combination.

(18) IL: Mamayki tusunchu tokakaqtin? Ana: *Tokan. Tusu -kusha_.
'When it is played, does your mom dance ?' 'It plays. She is AUG-dancing.'

(19) IL: Ñachu chayasqa? Ana: *Chayas- kushan.
'Is it already cooked ?' 'It is AUG -cooking.'

(20) IL: Pukllanchu? Ana: *Puklla- kushan.
'Does she play ?' 'She is AUG -playing.'

(21) IL: Imata ruwashani? Ana: *Kuchu- kushan.
'What am I doing ?' 'It is AUG -cutting.'

(22) IL: Noqachu sipirusaq? Ana: *Tu sipi- kushan.
'Shall I kill it ?' 'You (SP) *is AUG -killing it.'

(23) IL: Haytakusqasunki? Ana: *Hayta- kushan.
'Had he kicked you ?' 'He is AUG -kicking.'

There are intriguing examples of non -meaningful production in child Navajo verb forms,as shown in (24 -25). The children sometimes produce verbs with novel prefixes, that is, Navajo-
sounding nonsense fillers. Both of the following utterances were produced by Rose at age 4;0:

(24) Money nanajaa leh. He usually gives me money.'
(Verb should be: shaa néijih leh.)

(25) Líí' nanazi. 'It is standing by the horse.'
(iíÍ' yíighahgi sizj.)

Perhaps, following Peters (1985, 1995), children produce such fillers because they have acquired
a phonological template for the verb form without having fully analyzed the individual affixes inthe string. However, it is intriguing in this regard that the only Quechua -speaking child whoproduced such verb forms was Ines (3;2 to 3;5), the most proficient of the six children:

(26) Regala - a -a - wa - n - mi. 'He has given (it) to me.°
Give ? ? 1 obj 3 subj Aff

(27) Chura - a -a - wa - n - mi. 'She has put it on me.'
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Put ? ? 1 obj 3 subj Aff

Given this child's level of competence, it is clear that she has acquired the individual suffixes as
well as suffix combinations. The inserted nonsense morphemes are probably filling in for
suffixes that Ines is not able to assemble during production because of processing load.

4.7 Paradigm- building proceeds from word -specific to generalized patterns of inflection.

Pinker claims that the developmental evidence supports a progression from word -specific to
general paradigms because children's first inflections are confined to only a very small subset of
words. The Navajo and Quechua data suggest that this is the case for some affixes but not for
others.

Navajo children, for example, do appear to learn some inflections in relation to specific
lexical items. The Navajo utterances provided below suggest that the stem shape change for
aspect and mode, the thematic and modal prefixes, and the modal- conjugation marker are all
learned in relation to specific roots. In contrast to these inflections, the Navajo argument
prefixes appear on all stems at once, as evidence for generalized learning.

4.7.1 Stem shape change for aspect and mode

Albert (2;10 -2;11) voiced the final consonant for perfective forms of 'áázh 'two subjects go', but
not for gizh 'cut':

(28) Diit'ash. '(Now) let's go (outside).' (Future: 'ash)

(29) Ch'iniit'az. '(Pretend that) we went out.' (Perfective: 'áázh)

(30) K'ijilgeesh. 'When one is cutting (the sheep).' (Momentaneous/
Imperfective: géésh)

(31) Inilgesh. 'I cut it off' (k'ínígizh.)

4.7.2 Thematic and modal prefixes

With one exception, Alice (3;6) categorically either produced or omitted the thematic prefix
associated with a particular stem multiple times without variable occurrence. In other words, a
thematic prefix either always occurred with a stem (e.g., daa- with 'die') or was always omitted
(e.g., ni- with 'look'), strongly suggesting that these are lexically -linked elements.

(32) Bee daatsa. 'It died with it (my father's gun).' (bee daaztsl.)

(33) Daatsa. 'It died.' ( daazts.)
(34) #ií. 'Look at (something).' (Omits prefix: nib'(.)

(35) #shí. 'I'm looking for it.' (Omits prefix nísh'Í.)
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4.7.3 Modal -conjugation marker

Alice's overall 50% accuracy rate in this position was also far from random: she always used si-
appropriately with 'sit', for instance, but never used it with 'die'.

We find a similar pattern in Quechua, where suffixes such as regressive -pu- first appear
on specific lexical items, while the exhortative modifier appears on a variety of stems right from
the outset. This is shown in Table 9, which provides a list of the verb stems produced by the
three youngest children with four selected suffixes: the exhortative, causative -chi-, directional -
mu-, and regressive -pu-. As seen in the last column, the children's earliest production of
regressive -pu- is confined to just a single stem, qo pu -, meaning 'give back', while the
exhortative appears on a variety of roots. Also note in the second half of the last column, that the
suffix -pu- eventually starts occurring very frequently in combination with the object marker -
wa-. Here, -pu- is a benefactive suffix, so that the combination -pu-wa- means 'for me' or 'for my
sake.'
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Table 9
First verbs produced by three youngest children bearing four selected suffixes
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Exhortative
-rqo-

Causative
-chi-

Directional
-mu-

Regressive
-pu-

Max
(2;0 -2;2)

apa -mu- 'bring'
ayku -mu- 'enter'

qo -pu- 'give
back'

Ana
(2;5-2;6)

taka -ru-
urma -ru-

lava -chi- apa -mu-
ayku -mu-

Ana
(2;7 -2;8)

pika -ru- (2)

wayk'u -ru- (2)

chinka-ru-
puri -ru-
t'oqo-ru-
urma-ra-

toka -chi- (2)

'play (recorder)'
apa -mu-
aysa -mu-

qo -pu- (5)

INCLUDING:

qo- [pu -wal (2)

Ana
(2;9 -2;10)

sipi -rqu (2)

hisp'a -ra
muyu -rqa
ayku -ru

14 verbs /10 roots

INCLUDING:

toka -chi (3)

qhawa -chi (3)

apa -mu- (6)

qechu-mu- (2)

sage -mu-
chaya -mu-
go -mu-
muyu- [rqa -mu]

qo -pu- (2)

apa- ka -pu- (2)

pasa -pu- 'go
away'

ranti- [pu -wal

Hilda
(2;10-3;1)

wañu -ru (2)

tuku -ru
tuku -rqu
ayku -ra
rikch'a -ra
wikch'a -ra
?qo -wa -rqu

24 verbs/14 roots apa -mu (2)

qhawa -mu
ayku- [ra -mul

pasa -pu (2)
mikhu -naya -pu

chura- [pu -wa]
saka- [pu -wal
ruwa- ri- [pu -wal
toka- chi- [pu -wal

Children learning Quechua may at first confine their production of suffixes to a limited
set of roots. However, they also appear to append a limited set of suffixes and suffix
combinations to a wide variety of roots --even novel roots, e.g., kometa -shan (from Spanish
cometa 'kite'). This is illustrated in Table 10, which shows the most common suffixes and suffix
combinations produced by Ana at ages 2;5 to 2;6. Ana produced a total of 30 [ROOT + 1] verb

forms, 25 of which involved only the four suffixes shown, but nearly every verb had a different
root. The same four suffixes, in different pairings, account for 19 out of the 22 two - suffix
combinations in Ana's corpus. Of the 4 three - suffix combinations produced by Ana, 3 utilize
these same suffixes. Thus, 84% (47) of the 56 complex verbs used by Ana in this age range are
formed with only four suffixes.
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Table 10

Frequent suffixes and their combinations in Ana's complex verbs (2;5 -2;6)
Stem
Type

-yku-
(Aug)

-ku-
(Refi)

-sha-
(Prog)

FUTURE

(1 singular)
Number
of Verbs

Number
of Roots

% all
Verbs

root
+1

x 16 14

25/30 83%

x 4 3

-saq 3 3
x 2 2

root
+2

x x 7 6

19/22 86%

x x 5 5

x -saq 4 4
x -saq 3 3

root
+3

x x -saq 2 2
3/4 75%x x x 1 1

TOTAL: 47 verbs (84 %)

4.8 The template developed by the child is rigidly ordered.

Quite remarkably, none of the Navajo children ever made any errors in the sequencing of
prefixes within the verb complex. There was not a single instance of inverted order among
prefixes in the production of any of the children; the ordering of constituent positions within the
inflected verb was inviolate. Even for Quechua, which allows some flexibility in suffix ordering
as well as repetition of suffixes, the children in Chalhuanca showed rigid ordering in the initial
template. In fact, for the younger children, some suffixes were mutually exclusive which are not
so in adult forms. Figure 2 below represents the early child template. For the youngest children,
the suffixes presented in boldface within each column appear to be mutually exclusive.
Reflexive -ku- and the object marker -wa- are in bold letters because they are at first mutually
exclusive with respect to each other. At first, children do not repeat elements in the verb
complex, nor do they vary the sequence of morphemes.

STEM Modifier Causative Reflexive Direction Progress Object Tense/
Mood

SUBJECT

ROOT

+

Deriv.

Suffix

-ri-
-rqo-

-yku-

-rpari-

-chi- -ku- -mu-

-pu-

-sha- -wa- FUT

COND

-y

-n

-ni

-rid

Figure 2

Early Quechua template with mutually exclusive suffixes

The adults, by contrast, produce combinations of suffixes which appear to be mutually
exclusive for the younger children, repeat elements including double causatives, and vary suffix
order. The three oldest children produce similar combinations of suffixes and variable order, as
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shown in Table 11. The adults and the two oldest children, Tomas and Ines, also produce forms
with the suffixes -qa- and -ta-, both filler suffixes that lack any semantic substance.

Table 11

Combinations, duplications, variations produced only by oldest children
COMBINATIONS DUPLICATIONS ORDERING VARIATIONS

JUAN
3;O -3;2

-ri- + -rqo-
Inch Exhort

-ri- + -rqo- / -rqo- + -ri-
Inch Exhort Exhort Inch

? -wa- + -yku- + -mu-
I obj Aug Direct

? -ku- + -rqo- + -ku- + -mu-
?Refl Exhort ?Refl Direct

INES
3;2-3;5

-ri- + -ri-
Inch Inch

-rqo- + -rqo -
Exhort Exhort

? -pu- + -rqo -
Regres Exhort

TOMAS
3;7-3;9

-mu- + -pu-
Direct Regres

-ri- + -rqo -
Inch Exhort

?FUTURE + CONDITIONAL

-rqo- + -rqo-
Exhort Exhort

? -sqa- + -ri-
Result Inch

In terms of the number of suffixes appended to the root, verb complexity develops gradually,
with the oldest children producing adult -like Quechua verb forms bearing four suffixes in
addition to the person -of- subject morphology and independent suffixes. (See Courtney 1998).

5 Summary and Discussion

Now that we have reviewed our data from Navajo and Quechua in relation to the proposal in
Pinker's (1984/1996) model of paradigm -learning, how does the model fare? In brief, the
scorecard shows mixed results. That is, the data provide clear support for some of Pinker's
proposals while contradicting other aspects of the model.

5.1 Aspects Supported by the Data

(a) In both Navajo and Quechua verb development, children produce bare roots or stems, in
support of Pinker's prediction that children first isolate the verb root or stem. The phenomenon
undermines Hyams' stem parameter, which predicts that children acquiring morphologically rich
languages will not produce uninflected verb forms. (b) The Navajo data also fortify Pinker's
claim that children are unlikely to hypothesize those dimensions which are low on the
accessibility hierarchy. Nevertheless, we would have to attribute to other factors children's
differential production of the Quechua modifying suffixes, augmentative / -yku -/ and exhortative
/- rqo -/, which are presumably equally accessible grammatical notions. (c) We may also infer
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from Pinker's discussion that the developing template is rigidly ordered, and this is the case for
both languages. Navajo children never make errors in the sequencing of verb morphemes, and
very young Quechua speakers are clearly conservative in their early production of complex
verbs. They do NOT start with the assumption, as Muysken (1988) has suggested, that both
orders are possible, in principle, for any set of two affixes.

Further, (d) we find evidence that the Unique Entry Principle is an important constraint
on children's hypotheses in the acquisition of inflectional systems. That is, children seek one -to-
one form/function correspondences. This is evident in the apparent effect of homophony on the
emergence of different affixes: both Navajo and Quechua children take longer to acquire
productive competence for affixes with the same form but different meanings and functions.
Further evidence is children's early tendency to impose on pairs of affixes a relation of
complementary distribution or mutual exclusivity not found in adult production. With further
respect to homophony, however, it is puzzling that young Quechua learners should so rapidly
master the homophonous reflexive and augmentative suffixes. One may speculate that very
young children fulfill the unique form/function expectation embodied in the Unique Entry
Principle by merging the modifying function of the augmentative with one meaning of the
reflexive, i.e., the notion of general personal involvement. As to the differential productivity of
the augmentative and exhortative suffixes by children acquiring Quechua, it may be that the
Unique Entry Principle constrains very young children to attend to only one of these two
suffixes, to which they initially assign the general, undifferentiated notion of "intensifier."

5.2 Aspects Contradicted by the Data

While small children acquiring Navajo and Quechua do often produce bare roots and stems, (e)
paradigm -building does NOT proceed from the stem outward as Pinker has suggested. Perceptual
salience is an important factor here; following Slobin and Peters, among others, children attend
to the word edges first, gradually working inward. (f) For both languages, the impact of
frequency in the input is also somewhat questionable. For example, some suffixes occurring
frequently in child- directed, Quechua adult speech appear early in the child corpus, and others do
not, and the most frequent Navajo aspectual prefix in adult input is not the first to be produced.

5.3 Aspects only Partially Supported by the Data

If affix production is meaningful, (g) children do not necessarily assign to the affixes the same
semantic features that prevail in the adult grammar. In fact, children appear to acquire the
features encoded in affixes gradually, as they refine their inflectional paradigms through the
creation of new cells. In fact, there is some evidence that children produce unanalyzed strings
of affixes (cf., Peters 1985, Franco and Landa 1998, Rubino and Pine 1998). As to child
insertion of nonsense filler morphemes into the verb complex, it is not at all clear whether this
reveals a competence deficit, performance difficulty, or a kind of prosodic competence beyond
grammatical performance limits.

Finally, (h) Pinker's proposal that paradigm -building proceeds from word -specific to
generalized patterns of inflection is only partly right, since, in both Navajo and Quechua, not all
affixes first appear on a very small subset of verb roots or stems. In fact, children may develop
production routines for the formation of complex verbs by attaching, to a wide variety of roots,
only a small set of affixes, both singly and in combination with one another. In this way,
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children may develop sets of two- and three -affix mini -templates. We must also consider the
types of Navajo and Quechua affixes that tend to emerge all or none, that is, those which are NOT
initially limited to a small number of lexical roots. It is intriguing that, in both languages, the
morphological expression of arguments appears to emerge categorically. We have also seen that
learners of Quechua, at least, exhibit an early preference for the analytic expression of
arguments. In the case of Ana's first -person utterances, the explicit pronoun arguments largely
vanish as soon as the subject -marking morphology falls into place.

6 Concluding Remarks

This study yields compelling questions for further study. For example, how do children learning
Navajo and Quechua isolate the verb roots and stems? Since Quechua roots are invariable, but
Navajo stems vary according to aspect and mode, how does this affect the abstraction of bare
stems from the input? We have also seen that Quechua children, at least, consistently include
explicit pronoun subjects before the person -of- subject paradigm fully emerges. Another issue is
the significance of an intriguing coincidence: the uniform appearance of the argument- marking
affixes on all roots occurs simultaneously in both languages. Also, to what extent is child
production of verb morphology meaningful? What meanings do children initially assign to
individual affixes and their combinations?

Although we believe the naturalistic production data reported in this study offer
significant insight, the exploration of this and other issues requires additional research and would
profit from complementary formal measures of elicited production and comprehension.
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Appendix

Terms for abbreviations used in tables and interlinear glosses for Quechua forms

Independent suffixes

Nominal Suffixes

Verbal Suffixes

Aff - Affirmative marker / -mi/

Add - Additive suffix / -pis/

Poss - Person -of- possessor 1st: / -y /, 2nd: / -yki /, 3rd: / -n/

Subj - Person -of- subject

Obj - Person -of- object

1 st >2nd: / -yki/

Fut - Future

Past

Reflex - Reflexive

Prog - Progressive

Result - Resultative

Imper - Imperative

Pot - Potential

Cond - Conditional

Dir - Directional

Regr - Regressive

Desid - Desiderative

Inch - Inchoative

Exhort - Exhortative

Aug - Augmentative

Asst - Assistive

Caus - Causative

1st: /-ni/, 2nd: /-nki/, 3rd: /-n/

1st: /-wa-/, 3rd>2nd: /-sunki/

1st: /-saq/, 2nd: /-nki/,

3rd: /-nqa/

/-r(q)a-/

/-ku-/

/-sha-/

/-sqa-/

/-y/

/-na-/

/-man/

/-mu-/

/-pu-/

/-naya-/

/-ri-/

/-rgo-/, /-ru-/

/-y(k)u-/, /-(y)ku-/

/-ysi-/

/-chi-/




